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The Welfare State and its ConsequencesThe Welfare State and its Consequences::

The case of unemployment insuranceThe case of unemployment insurance

Over a long period, but particularly since the second world war, rich

countries have equipped themselves with a set of protections - the welfare

state - that, among other things, reduce the likelihood that people will

experience catastrophic income loss. While, at least within Canada, the

welfare state itself is not a matter of debate, the design of its institutions is.

There has been particular interest in the design of the (un)employment

insurance program. Until the early 1980s Canadian and U.S. unemployment

rates were generally close. Since the early 1980s Canadian unemployment

rates have persistently exceeded U.S. rates - in the mid 1990s by quite a lot.

The extent to which this gap can be attributed to program design differences

has been the subject of considerable debate. In this paper I review this

debate. Then I further explore potential program design effects using

comparative data from Canada and Australia, two countries with very

different unemployment compensation program designs.
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